We want to thank everyone who completed the law library’s recent student survey. We received valuable feedback, which will help guide future projects. Library staff are analyzing survey data and will provide results and library responses in the next few weeks. In the meantime, we have selected two comments to respond to in this space:

**Comment:** The computers at the front of the library are very slow.

**Response:** Three of the lobby PCs have been updated to new machines with solid state hard drives. Speed and login time are significantly improved.

**Comment:** Reserved books should have a catalog sorting them by the Professors who recommended them.

**Response:** We do have a catalog for reserve books. On the library homepage, select “Reserve/Exams” in the Library Catalog box. Use the drop-down menu to search by professor or by course.
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Concerns about writing successful essay exams? Take a look at the following titles in the Library’s Study Skills collection, located in Reference:

- *How to Write Law Exams: IRAC Perfected* (Also available online through WA*)
- *Writing Essay Exams to Succeed in Law School*
- *Law School Exams: Preparing and Writing to Win*

The best study aids for practice questions are Friedmans Practice Series (WK**) and Emanuel Crunchtime (WK). Acing (print and WA) and Examples and Explanations (print and WK) are also useful. Practice MEE questions are also useful for general preparation. These are located in the reference room.

*WA= West Academic Study Aids **WK=Wolters Kluwer Study Aids*